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XAVIER MARTINEZ

From nearby Mexico, where Spanish civiliaztion in
termingled with that of the primitive Indian, there came to 
San Francisco in the year 1893,a young man who was to become 
one of the most colorful personalities in the art world of 
that city. He was Xavier Tizoc Martinez y Orozco, whose 
canvases did their share in vindicating the excellence of 
San Francisco art, during the opening decades of the twenti
eth century.

Persons of discrimination in art have often ex
pressed the opinion that as a San Francisco artist, Xavier 
Martinez strikes an authentic note. Although he painted at 
first under the rules of art of Whistler and had certain 
qualities in common with Carriere,Martinez has developed his

A

own manner, and at his best, a control of color, tone, and 
technique. To quote that eminent San Francisco art critic, 
Porter Garnett:

"His best pictures are perfectly delivered, and 
with this perfection of delivery is combined an 
unfailing artistic vision."

California is fortunate to have, for her adopted 
son, such a well appraised artist. For an appreciation of 
the high quality of Martinez's art, one must visit the Oak
land Municipal Art Gallery, where much of the best of his 
work is preserved, a gift of Dr. William S. Porter.
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YOUTH AND EARLY TRAINING
Xavier Martinez (Xavier Tlzoc MartinezyOrozco) was 

born in Guadalajara, high on the western slopes of Mexico, on 
February 7, 1874. His father, Margarito Martinez y Suarez, 
was a native Mexican; and his mother,Trinidad Orozco y Suarez, 
came of very old Spanish stock. In them both was a mixture 
of Indian blood. (The famous contemporary Mexican artist, 
Orozco, is not related to Xavier Martinez.)

A description of the early environment and train
ing of Martinez appears in an article by Junius Cravens in 
the Argonaut of April 2, 1927:

"Near the fine old sixteenth century cathedral, 
in the plaza mayor of Guadalajara, Martinez's 
padre had a book shop, but devoted himself 
principally to producing fine tooled leather 
book bindings. He was one of those rare mes
tizo craftsmen, painstaking to a degree, whose 
creative work almost amounted to a religion.
In this environment Xavier got his early im
pressions, and, as he grew older and began to 
read, had access to his father's splendid books.
He became an assiduous reader of good things 
at a remarkably early age and developed a great 
fondness for the poetry of Goethe, Schiller 
and Heine,as well as some of the French poets—  
as translated into Spanish."

When Xavier was in his early teens, his parents 
sent him to the Liceo de Varones, at Guadalajara, where he 
received his early training. While at this scho&l he showed 
an aptitude for drawing and began to paint in watercolor at 
the age of ten, and soon the young boy was painting the local 
landscape. In his native city of Guadalajara there were many 
incentives to artistic development; the academy of fine arts;
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the government palace, the paseo, stretching along the Rio 
San Juan de Dios to the Alameda, and that imposing symbol of 
Spanish ingenuity, the fine old cathedral.

At about this time young Xavier was also fortunate 
to find, in his father's cousin, a friend and teacher who 
was always glad to help him. A sign painter by trade, and a 
decorative artist with a fine sense of color, the cousin un
derstood Xavier's problems as an art student. He taught 
Xavier bow to prepare a wall for fresco painting, and how to 
grind and mix both oil and watercolors; for in those days no 
manufactured paints were sold in Guadalajara.

Not long after Xavier learned to do these things, 
he finished a lithograph portrait of Tolentino, which was 
published in one of Guadalajara's local papers. Xavier was 
so much elated by the successful outcome of hi3 first at
tempt in portraiture that he became more determined than 
ever to become an artist.

Shortly after the above incident, Xavier's mother 
died, and the young man, from then on, was left under the 
care of an understanding and sympathetic foster-mother,Rosa
lia Labastida de Coney, the daughter of General Labastida 
and the niece of Don Pelagio Antonio de Labastida, Archbishop 
of Mexico. Senora de Coney was a very philanthropic woman 
and was quite prominent in the social circles of her time. 
On many occasions she helped in the education of a number of 
orphans. Numbered among those that she helped a great deal
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was Xavier Martinez, whose art education would have been im
possible without her. After his adoption by this kind woman, 
Martinez then redoubled his efforts and when he was nineteen 
years old, his foster-mother brought him to San Francisco to 
study art.

ENROLLS AT THE CALIFORNIA SCHOOL CF DESIGN 
Thus, early in 1893, Martinez journeyed to San 

Francisco where he enrolled as a student at the California 
School of Design. He spent two years in study at this in
stitution, and graduated in 1895. His first year in art 
school, however, did not end very well. The youthful art 
student could not speak English well. Consequently the cri
ticisms of his teacher, Mr. Arthur F. Mathews, were of lit
tle help. To make matters worse, Mr. Mathews was a strict 
academician and Martinez was a revolutionary. Soon after his 
first year in school, Martinez's foster-father went to Mr. 
Mathews to inquire into the artistic possibilities of his a- 
dopted son. Mr. Mathews' reply was: "If he wants to paint,
set him to painting wagons and carriages. That is the only 
kind of painter he can hope to become." The foster-father 
was pleased with this for he was opposed to art school, as a 
silly pastime. However, his wife, who had a deeper under
standing of her adopted son's talents insisted that he re
main one more year at his art studies. Martinez, the fol
lowing year, won the highest possible honors in all the
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mediums that he had attempted and was given a medal of cred
it. Shortly thereafter he was appointed as assistant to Mr. 
Mathews, which position he held until he left for Paris to 
study during 1895.

LEAVES FOR PARIS
Very much elated by her adopted son's ability as 

an artist and teacher, Martinez's foster-mother became more 
ambitious for him and decided he should be sent abroad to 
study. However, after she had arranged for the trip, she 
died. This did not hinder Martinez,and he was able to trav
el because his foster-mother provided for the plan in her 
will. When Martinez was in Paris, he found great opportun
ities for study, but he was not satisfied with what the art 
schools and museums offered. He wanted something more than 
mere study of great art; he had an inherent curiosity to 
learn the origins of movements and meanings. While in Paris, 
however, he studied understandingly, and his work today is 
the result of this technical and academic training, coupled 
with his inherent artistic sensitiveness. He studied paint
ing in the Ecole Nationale et Speciale des Beaux Arts, and 
worked under the French masters, Gerome and Carriere.

Martinez had not been very long in Paris when he 
went to Italy and Spain. While in those two countries, he 
sought the worka of the great fresco painters, Giotto and El 
Greco. He studied the methods of these two men and learned
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all he could of their direct theories of expression. To him 
Giotto's frescoes were wonderful pieces of decorative art 
and influenced his own later manner of painting.

Martinez spent six years in intensive study after 
which he returned to San Francisco in 1901. He has become 
an active factor in the art life of this city ever since.

A PARIS COMMENT
During his student days in Paris Martinez made end

less hasty.sketches which illustrate his power of portrai
ture. These were pencil snapshots as it were; nevertheless, 
they show the cleverness of his hand and eye. The quick 
sketch artist's object in merely to catch the pose just as 
he sees it. He takes no time to draw carefully, but aims 
simply to give the whole effect of the pose. From these 
rough sketches he makes more complete pictures in his studio. 
While Martinez mingled, with the gay cafe life of the Paris 
latin quarter he was a consistent producer of able studies.

In 1900 one of his pictures won him honorable men
tion in the salon of the Paris International Exposition. The 
picture was a portrait of Miss Marion Holden, a San Fran
cisco girl,who was then an art student in Paris. Abel Petit, 
considered the best critic in Paris at the time,wrote of the 
picture:

"It is not for the profane, People who look 
at this must go in reverent spirit as one goes 
to communion. Only in that state of mind can
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you go to see pictures like this or hear good mu
sic. This picture ought to hang in the Louvre."

VISITS MEXICO
In his works of Mexico--most of which are in and 

about Guadalajara, his native town--a spirit of fitness, a 
harmony that is almost personal is ever present. In that 
quaint old town, where what we are pleased to call civiliza
tion creeps in as the carretta^ crawls, Martinez caught the 
color and the character of the people and the poetry of their 
picturesque lives.

"But," says Martinez, "these primitive people are 
passing." Strange as it may seem, Martinez has barely any 
memory of the customs and conditions of these people, al
though he spent his boyhood in Guadalajara. Save for a visit 
or two, during which time he painted the local scenes, he 
does not have much recorded of his native town.

In October 1904, Martinez took a trip to Tepic,be
yond the city of Mexico, to sketch and to refresh his memory 
of the picturesque scenery. Upon his return from this trip 
he displayed a number of these paintings in the Bohemian 
Club's Fall exhibit of the same year. About this time Mar
tinez began to feature figure work and city scenes. His can
vas "The Outcast," which is tragic in its gloomy Whistlerian 
grays and his "Paris la Nuit," delicate and full of charm, 
are products of this phase. During the Bohemian Club *

*This is a two-wheeled vehicle still used in Mexico and 
in South American countries.
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exhibition, Martinez was the first to sell a painting. An 
ardent admirer bought "The Outcast."

Early in 1905, Martinez and his close friend and 
fellow artist, Maynard Dixon, left for Guadalajara, where 
they spent two months making sketches of the local scenery. 
Out of that trip were produced a number of genre pictures of 
Old Mexico. "Mexican Market-Place"; "Mexican Landscape"; 
"At the Church Door"; "Church of Balen, Guadalupe"; and 
"Washerwoman" are typical subjects.

WASHERWOMAN
"Washerwoman," completed after the artist's visit 

in Guadalajara, was received with enthusiasm. In "Washer
woman" blue sky is broken with frothy clouds, a forest stands 
at the right, and the green gray water of the river lies to 
the left. Here a native woman bends over the mirrored wa
ters, washing. The picture presents the primitive custom of 
simple people.

San Francisco art patrons were generous to the Mex
ican themes of the Mexican painter. Among the records it is 
mentioned that in July 1905 Martinez sold one of his Mexican 
pictures to a Miss Tobin for an ample sum after an exhibition 
of his canvases at the Sequoia Club, San Francisco.

VICKERY EXHIBITION
Not long after his return from this visit to Guada

lajara, Martinez exhibited twenty-five of his paintings at
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Vickery's Art Gallery, San Francisco. The canvases displayed 
possessed high distinction and discriminating California art 
lovers were pleased by his Parisian and Mexican scenes, and 
many of his local landscapes. Some interesting sketches and 
drawings in various mediums were in the exhibition. Also in
cluded was a charming little portrait sketch of Rose Strunsky 
of Can Francisco.

The display was of a varied nature, which showed 
that the arti3t was by no means restricted to one type of 
painting. This exhibition was the first time that Martinez 
had been adequately shown in San Francisco.

Again Porter Garnett describes technique, methods
and results when he says in the Argonaut of November 27,1905
in further praise of Martinez:

"In describing Martinez's pictures we have used 
the word 'distinguished' advisedly. They have 
the quality of distinction in its best sense.
They are reserved, and express a very high or
der of art— an intensely artistic feeling.
"Martinez's manner is impressionistic but it is 
not the impressionism of trickery coupled with 
an inadequate knowledge of drawing; it is rath
er the absolute quality of painting of a sensi
tive artist, who works with feeling, knowledge, 
and mastery.
"The paintings are all low in key; they are 
painted with extremely thin color, and invari
ably, on a dark base. A nice sense of values 
shown in the low tones employed, and the han
dling is such that both atmosphere and quality result.
"Warmth and vitality they have also. For ex
ample, Martinez succeeds in giving to such a
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picture as the portrait of'Rose' all the fresh
ness, the blood of youth, although it is paint
ed from a sombre palette in tones that would 
baffle and stultify a user of raw color.
"His Mexican pictures,'At the Fountain'; 'Church 
of Balen, Guadalupe'; and 'At the Church Door'; 
are some of the. most interesting as well as re
markably executed ones in the entire collection.
"In his 'Le Quai,' Martinez rendered the subtle 
mysteries of evening lights and shadows with 
great art, His 'Notre Dame' and the 'Mexican 
Market-Place' are also effective after the same 
manner.
"In a 'Mexican Landscape' Martinez proved him
self a colorist of the highest order. The sub
ject of this piece was treated in characteris
tically low tone, but it was, nevertheless, very 
rich in color. Its color quality consists not 
in the use of raw pigment, but in the body of 
color employed,which produced an effect at once 
rich and reserved.
"His most important canvas he called 'The Prayer 
of the Earth,' Another canvas of equal impor
tance, and perhaps the artist's highest achieve
ment at the time,was the 'Portrait of a Child.'
This picture has a museum quality,and more than 
any other in the whole array of pictures, is a 
painter's painting.
"Although these canvases are not the work of a 
'luminist,' they are remarkable for their light 
and their suggestion of light. There is more 
subtlety and skill in the brush-work,which pro
duces these effects, than the casual observer 
will guess, And the effects are as varied as 
they are masterful. There are the luminous 
clouds in a picture of a Mexican church, the 
glare of the lights that surround a Paris merry- 
go-round, the glow of shop windows on Kearny 
Street, and the column of ascending sparks from 
the campfire in Bohemian Grove."
After the Vickery exhibition,the entire collection 

was sent to the Macbeth Galleries, New York, at the request 
and Invitation of the astute old Scotch dealer, Macbeth.
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While in New York, Martinez's canvases were displayed under 
the most advantageous conditions. On this occasion, Mr. 
Macbeth, who was the foremost art dealer in New York at the 
time, expressed the opinion that he had made "a discovery 
of great importance to the art world." The exhibition was 
enthusiastically received in that great metropolis and East
ern art center.

"THE PRAYER OF THE EARTH"
In the middle of the year 1905 Martinez finished a 

painting which the critics, particularly Laura Bride Powers 
of the San Francisco Call, acclaimed a masterpiece. When the 
picture was finished, a number of men and women prominent in 
the writing and art world suggested names for the picture. 
Jack London, the famous writer, whom the painting reached 
through its socialistic suggestion, Insisted upon calling it 
"The Burden," while George Sterling, the poet who painted so 
truly in words,called it "The Prayer of the Earth." The pic
ture was finally named after Sterling's suggestion. The 
name-contest was sponsored by the art critic, Porter Garnett.

In this picture is a dull, leaden sky, flecked with 
a few fleeting clouds. 3elow stands a Mexican peon, bent 
with the weight of ages upon his r"de back, head thrust for
ward in dumb piety, while he halts the oxen, plowing the 
gray earth into warm pregnancy. In her apiraisal of the 
picture, Laura 3ride Powers, in the San Francisco Call, July 
30, 1905 wrote:
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"....a great,simple appealing canvas that goes 
straight to the heart and straight to the under
standing. It is an epic of the brown earth; of 
its promise to man through his labor; of the 
burden of the cx, and the still weightier bur
den of the ploughman,bent and weary; cfthe un
loading of the burden when the Angelus rings 
from the village church tower; the momentary 
flight of the spirit from the toil-bent body 
when the humble prayer is uttered,. Of the fate 
it tells— the physical woe 6f it,and the spir
itual hope of it— told in the simplest manner, 
haunt me as I write."

Francis Dumont, acknowledged the first art critic 
of America, also spoke with ecstasy, "It is great. It is 
splendid....this beautiful poem of the earth— this Mexican 
Angelus."

"PIEDMONT LANDSCAPE"
The shaking and burning of Martinez's studio in 

Montgomery Street, San Francisco, during the great disaster 
of 1906, sent the artist out into the country, a fact which 
may be put to the credit of the calamity, for Martinez un
til then had been painting studio pictures, pure and simple. 
The inspiration which characterized his earlier works seemed 
to have left him. Now he could again interpret the beauty 
of nature. Shortly after he moved into the country, he fin
ished a landscape of the Piedmont hills. This was one of 
the most popular pieces from the brush of Martinez, and wit
nessed to the development that was expected of him.

In speaking of Martinez's "Piedmont Landscape," 
Anne Pratt Simpson, in the Argonaut, April 27, 1907, wrote:
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"The Piedmont picture contains not a jarring 
note; every part of it, from the well-handled 
foreground to the farthest distance is in per
fect relation. Beautiful simplicity charac
terizes the treatment of this big subject; the 
mountains have their impressive solidity; the 
trees are really growing, and the peace of the 
late day is over the scone, But perhaps after 
all, the color of this picture is its chief 
charm."
Martinez painted this picture while the country 

was saturated with afterglow, and in truth he gave it ade
quate, poetic expression. It was sent to the Del Monte Art 
Gallery, Del Monte, California, April 1907, for exhibition. 
Another picture sent to Del Monte was an early morning scene 
in Piedmont. Later in this same year, the Piedmont galleries 
loaned a fine Martinez painting of a scene in Paris to the 
Del Monte gallery.

In October the following year, Martinez spent two 
weeks with Charles Rollo Peters, the landscape painter, in 
Monterey, California. While in the picturesque locality, he 
made a number of well-liked studies and sketches.

There is no severer critic of Martinez than him
self, and for'this reason he has very little to show for his 
efforts compared with mrtny other artists. He has always 
scorned to turn out "pot-boilers" of popular themes, and 
places more emphasis upon his own painting and teaching, 
rather than upon exhibiting for public approval.
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ELSIE WHITAKER PORTRAIT
Most of Martinez's pictures have such appeal that 

he sells them ns soon as he finishes them. This too, ac
counts for the fact that he exhibits infrequently. In 1907, 
shortly before he was married, Martinez finished a portrait 
of his future wife, Elsie Whitaker, daughter of Herman Whi
taker, the writer. The picture is attractive from the stand
point of character interpretation, as it shows Miss Whitaker 
sweetly serious. Of it Hanna Astrup Larsen, in the San Fran
cisco Call, April 8, 1907, wrote:

"The technique is perfect and the handling so 
delicate that the canvas becomes a sensitized 
plate transmitting the soul of a girl) having 
effected which portraiture can go no fur^ter."
During 1907 Martinez worked on several other por

traits, among them, one of Miss Edna Foote of San Francisco. 
About this time he also received a request from the artist, 
Arthur B. Davies, to paint six portraits of Western men and 
women to be sent east, as representative Western types. The 
series included Jack London, George Sterling, Gelett Burgess, 
Anna Strunsky and Frank McComas. Of these the one of McComas 
was the only one completed at the time. The portrait of this 
well-known artist was capitally executed. It was said to be 
an excellent likeness. To add interest was a tiny landscape 
painted in one corner by McComas.

Among Martinez's other completed works in 1907 were 
a number of pictures which he called merely "notes." These
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are scenes from Mexico, where he had made a brief sketching 
trip a year before. One, called "The End of Day," shows a 
man returning from the field at sunset, driving before him a 
span of oxen dragging a Mexican plow. Of this Hanna Astrup 
Larsen, in the San Francisco Call, April 8, 1907, wrote:

"....it has some of the feeling of Millet's
peasant pictures."

HIS MARRIAGE
After the San Francisco fire of 1906,Martinez first 

took refuge at the Bakewell residence in Oakland. Shortly 
after that his friend, Herman Whitaker, a short story writer 
and novelist from Manitoba, Canada, gathered around him a 
group of the then scattered artist members of shaken-down San 
Francisco, and entertained them in his home on the slopes of 
Piedmont, California. Among the many who accepted. Whitaker's 
invitation, was Martinez, or "Marty," the popular artist who 
always dared to be himself. It was during this period of re
habilitation that Martinez fell in love with one of Whitaker's 
seven children, the delicate blond Elsie. Shortly thereafter 
they were married on October 17, 1907. After their marriage, 
at a time when he had recovered from the ravages of the fire 
which destroyed his studio, Martinez built a studio-home in 
the Piedmont hills with a superb view across the bay. Elsie 
Whitaker Martinez has spent many years of research into prim
itive design sources and is an artist and creative thinker in 
her own right.
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Martinez soon produced numerous landscapes;, bits 
of the Piedmont hills in their setting of mountain and shin
ing bay, and several fine examples of figure work.' A canvas 
typical of this first after his San Francisco studio work is 
that of a young girl seated against the window, overlooking 
the bay. Innocence and charm are in every line and in the 
smooth folds of hair. The model is the wife of the artist.

Early in February 1909, Martinez exhibited a num
ber of landscape pictures at Vickery's art gallery,San Fran
cisco. Among these were unusual portrayals of nature in som
ber moods. Of these pictures, Lucy B. Jerome, in the San 
Francisco Call, February 7, 1909, wrote:

"The landscapes exhinited are in Martinez*s 
most felicitous manner.. ..-The gray effects so 
noticable in California scenery are particu
larly well rendered, always with the sense of 
mystery and savagery that appear to mark the 
artist's work. Lowering, sublime skies, glints 
of somber, lurid coloring.long lines of violet 
orange, or purple, or tawny streaks of light, 
all subdued to fine harmony and melilng into 
each other, are characteristic of these scenes.
The towering limbed eucalyptus trees, their 
bending branches reflected in still shadowed 
pools, or waving against a darkening sky, or 
rising in majesty into the clear lights of sun
set, their glistening leaves radiating the 
prismatic glow, are symbols of forest strength 
and power."

DESERT SCENES
In the summer of 1915, Martinez spent two months 

at the Hopi Indian Reservation in Arizona, and painted many 
impressions of that fascinating region. After this visit and
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early in the year 1914, he exhibited a number of these pic
tures. The display which consisted of fourteen oils and six 
charcoals, suggested some of the poetry of light and color 
that glows in the desert- Martinez revealed the secrets of 
the desert sweeps and vistas in most remarkable form. The 
exhibition was held at the California Studios, San Francisco. 
"Land of Silence"; "Desert Shadows"; "The Mesa"; "Shadows of 
the Morning"; "The Green Moon"; "Storm Shadows"; "The Three 
Pueblos"; "Court of *che Snakes"— were among the subjects in
cluded.

Martinez's innate sympathy with the life of the 
American Indian resulted in paintings of pueblo and desert 
themes that had great appeal to his patrons and also revealed 
to other California artists the value of the Western desert 
and the aborigines as themes to record appreciatively.

THE ART OF MARTINEZ
An example of the remnants of Martinez's continen

tal culture in his pre-earthquake period is his drawing, "Le 
Manchon de Franclne"; one of his few pictures that is illus
trative. It is a short story with a sudden and poignant mood. 
Puccini's "La Bohemc" gives the same story as that of Mar
tinez's picture. The tale as it appeared apropos of the 
painting, in the San Francisco Call, October 30, 1904, ran 
as follows:

"Francine, fragile, but lovely, poses for art
ist-sweetheart and inspires him to high effort.
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But for her pains she shall have a reward— the 
best he can buy for her. 'What shall it be, 
my own?' 'Le Manchon, le Manchon!' she cried, 
for had not the pretty women carried muffs who 
sat for her lover? Then a muff she must have—  
and a muff she received. And here lies the 
bitterness of the story, when at the hour of 
her gratified pleasure death slips in instant
ly and whips her away for his own. The muff, 
the longed-for loved manchon, falls to the 
floor and the artist works on, absorbed, un
til he turns about to discover that his well- 
beloved has been snatched from him forever.
And the muff? It lies there on the floor, a 
mute protest to the folly of asking happiness 
in trifles."

Throughout his art career, although Martinez is in 
constant revolt in his theories and has little admiration for 
the static academic,he also has no patience with the average 
output of so-called modernism. Among the moderns he recog
nizes Cezanne, the Frenchman, and Diego Rivera, the Mexican 
political-fresco painter, as really great masters. To his 
way of thinking "art can attain to greatness only when it is 
profoundly organized, the result of consummate order,whereas 
modern art is chaotic trickery against a background of noth
ing." Even in his past twenty-five years of teaching he is 
revolutionary. While in his long years of study in Paris he 
became the favorite pupil of the French master, Gerome. Cn 
the whole, Martinez is an individualist and lone wolf in re
bellion against fads. Always hospitable to his artistic 
friends and critics, ha resists current methods of promotion 
and savors of genius hidden away in his attitude towards the
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public. Junius Cravens, the San Francisco art critic, in the
Argonaut, April 2, 1927, wrote of him:

"Mr. Martinez is completely, and before all 
else, an artist. In his work ho disregards 
the demands of contemporary popular taste and 
seeks to produce something constructive that 
will ultimately prove to bo a valuable contri
bution to American art and bear a message to 
posterity."

Today, he is known as Xavier Martinez— painter, 
etcher, and teacher— the East-bay artist, who is still an ac
tive member of the galaxy of San Francisco artists. He can 
always be counted on to appear at the annual artists costume 
ball in some original guise, that does not disguise "Marty," 
the much loved.

For a living Martinez depends largely upon teach
ing classes at the California School of Arts and Craft3, at 
Oakland, California. He has been with this institution 
since 1909. Between times he paints and draws in his iso
lated studio, though he rarely exhibits. He makes wonder
ful sketches, and develops them with ease. This spontaneity 
is his greatest charm. Early in March 1936, he was among 
the artists who exhibited in the 3ohemian Club of San Fran
cisco, The entire display intentionally eschewed extreme 
modern painting, and showed Martinez's dislike for certain 
trends in modern art.

Of his more recent works some of the best known 
are "The Water Hole," a fine example of straight painting;
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"Aztec Madonna," which is of the formalized type; and his 
"Indian Madonna" drawings,reminiscent of Diego Rivera's sim
ple statement of fact in bare line drawings.

No matter how removed in years and fact Martinez 
has been from his native Mexico, he has always kept in ac
cord with the direct primitive simplicity of his racial ex
pression. Even in his dress, he has kept what he considered 
sensible from the costume of the Mexican Indian. His strong 
black hair has been for years held in leash by a leather 
thong. He is a patron of hand-woven materials and in his 
blouses and ties are seen strong primitive color effects a- 
dapted to modern needs. Thus the man, his work and his pic
turesque aspect become part of the pageant of San Francisco 
art life.

Arnold Genthe, the famous photographer, writes in
his hook "As I Remember" of his San Francisco artist friends.
On page 69 ho gives a snapshot of Martinez:

"Xavier Martinez, or 'Marty' as he was known 
to all of us was a pupil of Whistler. He was 
a gifted Mexican with an unusual sense of col
or, and if he could have been persuaded to go 
to New York, he would have been universally 
known. When William Chase saw one of his paint
ings in my studio in New York, he was startled.
'Who painted this?' he asked. When told he ex
claimed, 'Why don't we know this man's work?
He is a great artist.
"Marty was the most colorful figure of the Bo
hemian artists. With a shock of black hair, 
and eyes like great beads of jet, he dressed 
like the painters in the Latin Quarter— in cor
duroys, and always wore a bright crimson flow
ing tie, no matter what the time of day.
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"When we were going to Del Monte for the first 
exhibition of the paintings of California art
ists, we had quite a time prevailing upon him 
to get some dinner clothes, for which he paid 
his tailor with a painting. He appeared at the 
preview wearing his tuxedo,with the inevitable 
red flowing tie. 'It makes a good spot' he 
chuckled.
"Every Sunday he kept open house in his home 
at the top of Berkeley Hills, where there-was 
always a big cauldron of spaghetti chili- 
con-carne on the stove and plenty of red wine 
to drink it down with. Hot arguments on any 
subject which came into our minds were the or
der of the day,and I have a picture in my mind 
of Jack London sitting at one end of the table, 
intense and questioning, and Martinez at the 
other, gesticulating with a chicken bone. His 
wife had the poetic beauty of Rosetti's 'Bless
ed Damozel.'"

Porter Garnett in his book, "Art in California,"
writes of Martinez in his most active printing years:

"He is essentially a painter's painter. He is 
too sincere to be popular in the fullest sense.
3y the same token he appeals to the connoisseur.
His most casual sketch inevitably arrests the 
attention of persons of taste and perception.
He touches nothing without giving it the im
press of an artistic consciousness.
"His painting is strong with the strength of 
boldness and depth, yet it cannot be called 
vigorous because it is always tempered with 
poetic reserve. Low in key and subtle in val
ue his paintings express....that sheer beauty 
of rhythm which must ever be the despair of 
poets in our grosser tongue."

Laura Bride Powers,the California art critic, says 
in the San Francisco Call of July 30, 1905:

U
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"For in none of Martinez's work is there aught 
of the obvious....and therein lies much of its 
charm. Subtlety and suggestion are the char
acteristics of his work, guided and balanced 
by an analytical brain, whereby he avoids the 
pitfalls of his confreres, who too, aim at the 
subtle and suggestive, but fall short of that 
vague line that defines the thing, saving it 
from the obloquy of faddism."

This sincerity of purpose behind his brush is also 
expressed in Martinez's many years of art teaching, so that 
his honest approach and breezy freedom have become contagious 
and influenced hundreds of younger California artists. Now 
in his vigorous sixties, Xavier Martinez takes a rightful 
place among the characteristic performers in the lively arena 
of San Francisco's bay region and its several artist colonies.

L
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XAVIER MARTINEZ 
REPRESENTATIVE 

WORKS

PAINTINGS:
Abandon 
Apache Dance 
At the Church-Door 
At the Fountain 
Aztec Madonna 
Bather, The
Church of Balen, Guadalupe
Corner of a Patio, Old Mexico
Court of the Snakes
Desert Shadows
Elsie
End of Day
Green Moon, The
Indian Artist of Plaquepaque, Mexico
Javanese Dancer
Lake Merritt
Land of Silence
Le Manchon de Francine
Le Pont Neuf, Paris
Luxembourg Gardens, Moonlight, Paris
Mesa, The
Mexican Landscape
Mexican Market-Place
Oakland Creek
Old Gate, Guadalajara
Old Market, Guadalajara, Mexico
Outcast, The
Oxen Ploughing
Paris la Nuit
Patio, The
Peidnont Hills
Plotters, The
Prayer of the Earth, The
Quarry The
Three Pueblos The
Washerwoman, The
Water Carrier
Water Hole

PORTRAITS:
Miss Marion Holden (of San Francisco 
Miss Edna Foote 
Miss Elsie Whitaker

' Mr. Francis McCoras (San Francisco artist)
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PERMANENT COLLECTIONS:
De Young Museum, San Francisco, California 

The Road
Oakland Art Gallery, Oakland, California 

The Bridge 
Notre Dame 
Elsie 
Portrait 
Apache Dance 
The Bay 
Abandon 
Oxen Ploughing

Art Museum, Guadalajara, Mexico

EXHIBITIONS:
San Francisco, California

San Francisco Art Association, 1805 
June 20-September 15, 1916 
March 22-May 22, 1918 
January 24, 1919 
March 21-May 4, 1918 
April 1927

Bohemian Club, 1904; 1936 
Sequoia Club, 1905 
Vickery's, 1905
San Francisco Artists' Society, Palace Hotel 

December 18-20, 1905
The Sketch Club, November 27-December 11, 

1909; November 8-19, 1910 
March 23-April 6, 1912 

Golden Gate Park Museum, 1915; 1916 
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, 1915 
California Studios, 1914

Del Monte, California
Art Gallery, Hotel Del Monte, 1907 

Oakland Creek
Oakland, California 

Hohn Gallery, 1909
San Diego, California

California Pacific International Exposition, 
May 29-November 11, 1935

Paris, France
International Exposition, 1900

New York City, Macbetb Galleries, 1906
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AWARDS:
San Francisco, California

Gold Medal, San Francisco Art Association, 1895 
Honorable Mention (Etching), Panama-Pacific 

International Exposition, 1915 
Oakland, California

Gold Medal, California School of Arts and 
Crafts, 1915 

Paris, France
Honorable Mention, Paris Exposition, 1900 

Pcrtrait--"Miss Marion Holden"
CLU3S:

Member
Sketch Club, San Francisco, California 
San Francisco Art Association 
Athenian Club, Oakland, California 
Nile Club, Oakland, California
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XAVIER MARTINEZ 
BIBLIOGRAPHY

San Francisco Call, September 8, 1901 
Page 2, Col. 2— October 30, 1004 
October 27, 1901, Page 8, Col. 7 
July 30, 1905, Page 19, Col. 2 
December 3- 1905, Page 19, Col. 3 
April 3, 1907, Page 6, Col. 6 
January 17, 1309, Page 27, Col, 3 
February 7, 1909, Page 29, Col. 4 
May 14, 1911, Page 26, Col. 5

Mark Hopkins Institute Review of Art 
December 1901, Pages 32-33

Argonaut, October 3, 1904, Page 222, Col. 1 
December 19, 1904, Page 439 
January 30, 1905, Page 82, Col. 2 
November 20, 1905, Page 417, Col. 3 
November 27, 1905, Page 435, Col. 2 
January 1, 1907, Page 719, Col. 1 
April 27, 1907, Page 633, Col. 2 
April 2, 1927

Wasp, July 27, 1907, Page 25, Col. 1 and 2 
April 4, 1914, Pago 15, Col. 4 
Aoril 11, 1914, Page 15, Col. 3 
April 18, 1914, Page 15, Col. 4 
December 20, 1924, Page 22, Col. 1

Art in California, published by R. L. Bernier, 
1916, Page 171

San Francisco Chronicle, April 2, 1922 
Page 6D, Col. 6 and 7 
February 20, 1927

American Art Annual, 1933, Vol. XXX, Page 620
History and Ideals of American Art, by Eugene 

Neuhaus, Page 196
Who's Who in American Art, 1936-1937, Vol. I, 

Page 279
As I Remember by Arnold Genthe, Page 69
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XAVIER MARTINEZ

CALL-BULLETIN
Gregory (California, San Francisco)

MARK HOPKINS INSTITUTE REVIEW OF ART
Vol. 1, no. 1 - [Vol. 1, no. 9] (December, 1899 - [Midsummer, 1904]). 
No more published?

ARGONAUT
ULS

NEWSLETTER AND WASP 
ULS

ART IN CALIFORNIA: A SURVEY OF AMERICAN ART WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 
TO CALIFORNIAN PAINTING, SCULPTURE, AND ARCHITECTURE, PAST AND PRESENT, 
PARTICULARLY AS THOSE ARTS WERE REPRESENTED AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC 
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION ... San Francisco: R. L. Bernier, 1916.
Rocq 16656

San Francisco CHRONICLE 
Gregory

AMERICAN ART ANNUAL See AMERICAN ART DIRECTORY 
Arntzen and Rainwater Bl

Neuhaus, Eugen. THE HISTORY & IDEALS OF AMERICAN ART. Stanford 
University, California: Stanford University Press; London: Humphrey 
Milford, Oxford University Press, 1931.

Karpel H36a
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN ART 

Arntzen and Rainwater E179
Genthe, Arnold. AS I REMEMBER, WITH ONE HUNDRED AND TWELVE PHOTOGRAPHIC 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY THE AUTHOR. New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 1936.
Rocq 9508
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XAVIER MARTINEZ (JAVIER TIMOTEO MARTINEZ Y OROZCO)
b. February 7, 1869 Guadalajara, Mexico 
d. January 13, 1943 Carmel, California

MONOGRAPHIC SOURCES
CALIFORNIA DESIGN 1910 

111.: THE ROAD
Martinez, Elsie Whitaker. SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA WRITERS AND ARTISTS. 
Berkeley: Regional Oral History Office, The Bancroft Library, 
University of California, 1969. 268 pp.

Typescript of an oral history interview with XM's widow, 
conducted in 1962 and 1963 by Willa K. Baum and Franklin D. Walker. 
Covers her life and career, marriage to XM, artists and writers 
of the Martinez circle.

EXHIBITION CATALOGUES
Davis, California. FIFTEEN AND FIFTY.
Oakland, California. The Oakland Museum. XAVIER MARTINEZ (1869-1943). 
February 12-April 7, 1974. 71 pp.; b&w and color ills. 68 exhs.

Catalogue by George Neubert. Lengthy biographical and critical 
essay, chronology, checklist, and selected bibliography.

BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORIES
Benezit
Dawdy 1
Fielding
Mallett
Samuels
Smith
Thieme-Becker
Vollmer
WWAA 1940-1941

INDEXES
ART INDEX (Vols. 2, 5) 
ARTWEEK
Monro and Monro 
Smith and Moure

ARCHIVAL SOURCES
Archives of American Art 
Bancroft Library 
CSL (1908: Piedmont) 
Oakland Museum


